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'I alone know that I am only just beginning to live.' He is distinguished, rich, a member
of fashionable society-utterlybored. But, over the course of one fantastic night, a young
Baron becomes a thief, unashamed, and awakes to life for the first time. This collection
is full of tales of infinite passions, of intense encounters that transform lives, a knock on
a door that forces a whole community to take flight, a doomed attempt to save a soul
poisoned by addiction, a love soured into awful cruelty, of longing and liberation. They
are the gripping work of a master storyteller, unmatched and completely unforgettable.
In this magnificent collection of Stefan Zweig's short stories the very best and worst of
human nature are captured with sharp observation, understanding and vivid empathy.
Ranging from love and death to faith restored and hope regained, these stories present
a master at work, at the top of his form. Perfectly paced and brimming with passion,
these twenty-two tales from a master storyteller of the Twentieth Century are translated
by the award-winning Anthea Bell.
One of two beautifully designed hardback gift editions of Stefan Zweig's breathlessly
dramatic historical sketches, out in time for the holidays. Millions of people in a nation
are necessary for a single genius to arise, millions of tedious hours must pass before a
truly historic shooting star of humanity appears in the sky. Five vivid dramatizations of
some of the most pivotal episodes in human history, from the Discovery of the Pacific to
the composition of the Marseillaise, bringing the past to life in brilliant technicolor.
Included in this collection: "Flight into Immortality": Vasco Núñez de Balboa's quest to
be the first European to see the Pacific Ocean. "The Resurrection of George Frederic
Handel": Handel falls into depression until a poet sends him an inspirational work. "The
Genius of a Night": Captain Rouget writes La Marseillaise, the song which is to become
the French national anthem. "The Discovery of El Dorado": John Sutter founds New
Helvetia in western America and attempts to keep it. "The First Word to Cross the
Ocean": Cyrus W. Field resolves to lay the first trans-Atlantic telegraph cable.
Includes entries for maps and atlases.
"The Burning Secret" by Stefan Zweig. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
This book is the story of a girl who originally came from a highly cultured family of
whom she became the sole survivor. Her extreme suffering in concentration camps
mutilated her emotionally but in spite of it she managed to lead a highly constructive life
but the building of a truly satisfactory personal life was beyond the possible.
Classificada por Freud como uma obra-prima, essa é uma das histórias mais
perturbadoras de Stefan Zweig - um habilidoso jogo de espelhos que celebra a
desordem e aborda com naturalidade e sem tabus os impulsos femininos. Essa novela
foi publicada pela Zahar no livro Três novelas femininas.
Did Amerigo Vespucci discover America? He did not. Did he first set foot upon the
mainland? He did not. Did he ever claim either of these achievements, or suggest that
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his name be bestowed upon this mundus novus? A proposal so audacious would never
have occurred to him. By what grotesque coincidence, then, did "America" become the
name of that new world which should have been called "Columbia"? In this erudite and
witty book, Zweig untangles the snarl of accident and forgery that produced so
astonishing a denouement. Once on the trail of this grandiose case of mistaken identity,
Zweig fills in with rapid, revealing strokes the background against which it took place.
He pictures the drugged world of the Middle Ages slowly regaining consciousness,
reaching out to embrace all knowledge, to dare all unknown dangers, to grasp to itself
the riches of an earth whose scope it had just begun to comprehend. He evaluates
Vespucci's actual contribution to that greatest age of discovery, shows how an
unsought notoriety was thrust upon him, and how he, the most honest and modest of
men, was vilified for generations as a liar and braggart.
This is the third essay of Stefan Zweig’s Three Masters: Balzac, Dickens, Dostoevsky,
written in the early 20th century. Part biography, part literary criticism, part cultural
history, the essay offers a window onto how a Central European regarded the Russian
master, who died in 1881, the year Zweig was born. Dostoevsky’s genius, in Zweig’s
view, owed a debt to his illness, as Tolstoy’s did to his radiant health. Illness “enabled
Dostoevsky to soar upward into a sphere of such concentrated feeling as is rarely
experienced by normal men; it permitted him to penetrate into the underworld of the
emotions, into the submerged regions of the psyche.” This essay is one of the best
examples of Zweig’s psychologically-informed literary criticism.
I had never heard of Zweig until six or seven years ago, as allthe books began to come
back into print, and I more or less by chance bought a copy of Beware of Pity. I
immediately lovedthis book, his one, big, great novel-and suddenly there weredozens
more in front of me waiting to read.' Wes Anderson The Society of the Crossed Keys
contains Wes Anderson's selections from the writings of the great Austrian author
Stefan Zweig, whose life and work inspired The Grand Budapest Hotel . A
CONVERSATION WITH WES ANDERSON Wes Anderson discusses Zweig's life and
work with Zweig biographer George Prochnik. THE WORLD OF YESTERDAY Selected
extracts from Zweig's memoir, The World of Yesterday, an unrivalled evocation of
bygone Europe. BEWARE OF PITY An extract from Zweig's only novel, a devastating
depictionof the torment of the betrayal of both honour and love. TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS IN THE LIFE OF A WOMAN One of Stefan Zweig's best-loved stories in full-a
passionate tale of gambling, love and death, played out against the stylish backdrop of
the French Riviera in the 1920s. ' The World of Yesterday is one of the greatest
memoirs of the twentieth century, as perfect in its evocation of the world Zweig loved,
as it is in its portrayal of how that world was destroyed.' -- David Hare ' Beware of Pity is
the most exciting book I have ever read...a feverish, fascinating novel' -- Antony Beevor
'One of the joys of recent years is the translation into English of Stefan Zweig's
stories.'--Edmund de Waal, author of The Hare with the Amber Eyes Stefan Zweig was
born in 1881 in Vienna. He studied in Berlin and Vienna and, between the wars was an
international bestselling author. With the rise of Nazism, he left Austria, and lived in
London, Bath, New York and Brazil, where in 1942 he and his wife were found dead in
an apparent double suicide. Wes Anderson's films include Bottle Rocket, Rushmore,
The Royal Tenenbaums, The Life Aquatic, The Darjeeling Limited, Fantastic Mr Fox,
and Moonrise Kingdom. He directed and wrote the screenplay for The Grand Budapest
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Hotel.
Hailed as a parable for modern times, Erasmus of Rotterdam is the biography of a great
humanist who, when pressed for a confession of faith, said, “I love freedom, and I will
not and cannot serve any party.” At no time does Zweig mention Hitler by name, but it
is obvious that his biography of a man who tried to remain above the battle, and who
was torn to pieces by both Lutherans and Catholics, was aimed to illustrate the
predicament of a man who refrains from activism and prefers to focus on his work.
Erasmus believed in a united Europe, and thought that Luther was splitting it in two. He
first tried to reconcile the Pope to Luther’s Wittenberg theses, then to bring the German
Protestants together with the representatives of Rome. Zweig portrays a steadfast
Erasmus, unwilling to let emotion betray the lucidity of his thought, who knew he was
the most famous intellect of his age, and evaded any commitment that would bring a
host of enemies down upon his head. In Erasmus, Zweig may have seen parts of
himself. (adapted from “Book of the Times” by John Chamberlain, The New York
Times, November 2, 1934) “Under Zweig’s magic pen Erasmus leaps into vital
existence... The books is a quietly astounding bit of biographical and historical
achievement.” — Percy Hutchison, The New York Times
Zweig devoted ten years of research and writing to Balzac, which he regarded as his
crowning achievement. This late work reads like a picaresque novel, with Balzac’s
quest for “a woman with a fortune” and recurrent episodes of the author chasing an
elusive pot of gold driving the story. This biography of one classic author by another is
filled with Zweig’s characteristic psychological insights. He portrays the energy and
“exuberance of imagination” that produced some two thousand characters in La
comédie humaine, as well as the daily details of the coffee-chugging writer’s life, his
manic writing schedule, method of correcting proofs, dealing with publishers and
reviewers, signing contracts, doing marketing and publicity. Balzac blends biography
and literary history in a highly readable volume that will teach you French cultural
history as you laugh out loud. “[Balzac] is sure to entertain, instruct and charm ... It is a
work of art, ... alive with the teeming life of its model ... It is true both to facts and to the
more elusive psychological and spiritual truth of a man who ... has remained one of the
most mysterious of great creators.” – Henri Peyre, Sterling professor of French
Literature, Yale University, The New York Times
Chess Story, also known as The Royal Game, is the Austrian master Stefan Zweig’s
final achievement, completed in Brazilian exile and sent off to his American publisher
only days before his suicide in 1942. It is the only story in which Zweig looks at Nazism,
and he does so with characteristic emphasis on the psychological. Travelers by ship
from New York to Buenos Aires find that on board with them is the world champion of
chess, an arrogant and unfriendly man. They come together to try their skills against
him and are soundly defeated. Then a mysterious passenger steps forward to advise
them and their fortunes change. How he came to possess his extraordinary grasp of the
game of chess and at what cost lie at the heart of Zweig’s story. This new translation of
Chess Story brings out the work’s unusual mixture of high suspense and poignant
reflection.
This collection of short stories by a major German writer of the twentieth century
includes Fear, Amok, The Burning Secret, The Royal Game, and Letter From an
Unknown Woman
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Written during the Second World War, Zweig's typically passionate and readable
biography of Michel de Montaigne, is also a heartfelt argument for the importance of
intellectual freedom, tolerance and humanism. Zweig draws strong parallels between
Montaigne's age, when Europe was torn in two by conflict between Catholicism and
Protestantism, and his own, in which the twin fanaticisms of Fascism and Communism
were on the verge of destroying the pan-continental liberal culture he was born into,
and loved dearly. Just as Montaigne sought to remain aloof from the factionalism of his
day, so Zweig tried to the last to defend his freedom of thought, and argue for peace
and compromise. One of the final works Zweig wrote before his suicide, this is both a
brilliantly impassioned portrait of a great mind, and a moving plea for tolerance in a
world ruled by cruelty.
This classic Austrian novella paints a deeply moving portrait of a woman whose quest
for passion and purpose comes at a steep price The less I felt in myself, the more
strongly I was drawn to those places where the whirligig of life spins most rapidly. So
begins an extraordinary day in the life of Mrs C—recently bereaved and searching for
excitement and meaning. Drawn to the bright lights of a casino, and the passion of a
desperate stranger, she discovers a purpose once again but at what cost? In this vivid
and moving tale of a compassionate woman, and her defining experience, Zweig
explores the power of intense love, overwhelming loneliness and regret that can last for
a lifetime.
The dramatic disappearance of the wife of a wealthy businessman from a small hotel
on the French Riviera prompts a distinguished English widow to recount her fleeting
encounter with a young aristocrat many years before in Monte Carlo. So begins an
extraordinary day in the life of Mrs C – recently bereaved and searching for excitement
and meaning. Drawn to the bright lights of a casino, and the passion of a desperate
stranger, she discovers a purpose once again but at what cost?
Inclui as novelas - 'Medo', 'Carta de uma desconhecida' e '24 horas na vida de uma
mulher'. Exemplares da ficção de Stefan Zweig, com comentários de Alberto Dines,
biógrafo e especialista na obra do autor austríaco. Essas três novelas femininas se
destacam pela intensidade dos enredos, pelo desespero diante de situações-limite e,
claro, pela tentativa de desvendar a alma feminina.
Stefan Zweig (1881–1942) was a poet, novelist, and dramatist, but it was his
biographies that expressed his full genius, recreating for his international audience the
Elizabethan age, the French Revolution, the great days of voyages and discoveries. In
this autobiography he holds the mirror up to his own age, telling the story of a
generation that "was loaded down with a burden of fate as was hardly any other in the
course of history." Zweig attracted to himself the best minds and loftiest souls of his
era: Freud, Yeats, Borgese, Pirandello, Gorky, Ravel, Joyce, Toscanini, Jane Addams,
Anatole France, and Romain Rolland are but a few of the friends he writes about.
"[An adaptation of] Ovid's epic poem of endless transformation. It reimagines the stories
of Narcissus, Pygmalion and Galatea, Midas and Atalanta, and strings them together
like the stars in constellations--even Ovid becomes a story"--Amazon.com.
"Did Rudolf Steiner dream these things? Did he dream them as they once occurred, at
the beginning of all time? They are, for sure, far more astonishing than the demiurges
and serpents and bulls found in other cosmogonies.' -- Jorge Luis BorgesRudolf Steiner
recorded his view of the world in numerous books. He also gave more than 5,000
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lectures, in which he explained his ideas, using only minimal notes. When describing
especially difficult subjects, Steiner frequently resorted to illustrating what he was
saying with colored chalk on a large blackboard. After his earlier lectures, the drawings
were erased and irretrievably lost. After the autumn of 1919, however, thick black paper
was used to cover the blackboards so that the drawings could be rolled up and
saved.The Trustees of Rudolf Steiner's Estate in Dornach, Switzerland, possess more
than a thousand such drawings. A selection of these drawings was first shown to the
general public in 1992, and since then, exhibitions in Europe, America, and Japan have
generated much interest in Steiner's works.
She was born to be Queen of Scotland, she was briefly the Queen of France and she
had a claim to being Queen of England, which resulted in her having her head chopped
off. They chopped off her head after she was found guilty of conspiring to have Queen
Elizabeth (1533-1603) assassinated so that she could take power. Had she not been
executed, she would eventually have become Queen of England when Elizabeth died.
That was only one of the many controversies in which she was involved. Her first
husband, who became the King of France, making her the Queen, died shortly
thereafter and her second husband was found murdered, apparently strangled. Mary
Queen of Scots (1542-1587) was believed to have been complicit in that murder. This
widely acclaimed biography by Stefan Zweig is regarded as the best of the many
biographies of this famous woman. The great thing about the author, Stefan Zweig, is
that his biographies are smooth and easy to read. By contrast, there is a weighty tome
with exactly the same title but 880 pages long. Here in 386 easy to read pages you can
learn everything about Mary Queen of Scots that you will probably ever want to know.
Es esta novela una delicada pintura del alma femenina a la vez que una gran
defensora del dereco de la mujer a manifestar sus pasiones. El personaje se
emparenta si con la Ana Karenina de Tolstoi la Nora de Ibsen. Pero en Zweig esta
manifestación de la naturaleza femenina rompiendo todos los diques morales, se
presenta como una misteriosa intervención de lo demoniaco, factor que Zweig
considera imporsor del hombre, "hacia todo lo peligroso, hacia el exceso, el éxtasos, a
la renunciación y hasta a la anulación de sí mismo."
A casual introduction, a challenge to a simple game of chess, a lovers' reunion, a
meaningless infidelity: from such small seeds Zweig brings forth five startlingly tense
tales--meditations on the fragility of love, the limits of obsession, the combustibility of
secrets and betrayal. To read anything by Zweig is to risk addiction; in this collection
the power of his writing--which, with its unabashed intensity and narrative drive, made
him one of the bestselling and most acclaimed authors in the world--is clear and
irresistible. Each of these stories is a bolt of experience, unforgettable and unique. Five
of Stefan Zweig's most powerful novellas, containing some of his most famous and bestloved work: • Burning Secret • A Chess Story • Fear • Confusion • Journey into the
Past (Stand alone paperback editions of individual novellas from Pushkin and New York
Review of Books will remain in print.)
«—¿Usted no encuentra, pues, odioso, despreciable, que una mujer abandone a su
marido y a sus hijas para seguir a un hombre cualquiera, del que nada sabe, ni siquiera
si es digno de su amor? ¿Puede usted realmente excusar una conducta tan
atolondrada y liviana en una mujer que, además, no es ya una jovencita y que siquiera
por amor a sus hijas hubiese debido preocuparse de su propia dignidad?»
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The Cultural Chronicle of the Weimar Republic is an account of significant cultural
events in Germany during the time of the Weimar Republic. Weimar culture was
responsible for producing such icons as actress Marlene Dietrich, novels like All Quiet
on the Western Front, musicals like The Threepenny Opera, the political cabaret, the
Bauhaus School, and films like The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari and Metropolis. There were
hundreds of premieres, performance debuts, exhibitions, works of fiction, and other
cultural events that marked the Republic as Western Civilization's first modernist
society. This book presents these and scores of other modernist inscriptions worthy of
note, while providing notations that inform readers of connections among individuals,
art works, related cultural activities, and significant political and economic
developments.
Um golpe de mestre. Nisso consiste esta longa novela de Stefan Zweig, que, desde o
título, captura a imaginação do leitor. Estamos em pleno anos 1920, no seleto cenário
da Côte D’Azur, onde o plácido ritmo dos hóspedes internacionais de um respeitável
hotel sofre uma rápida reviravolta devido a um evento tão dramático quanto
escandaloso. À noite, Madame Henriette, esposa e mãe irrepreensível, foge com um
jovem francês, recém chegado ao hotel. É o suficiente para instalar o tumulto num
unido grupo de turistas, com muitas discussões acaloradas e tomadas de partido
contra e a favor da fugitiva. No entanto, não é esta última a protagonista da história de
Zweig. E as 24 horas que o título anuncia não são da vida de Madame Henriette, mas
de uma fidalga inglesa, que só depois do escândalo cederá ao desejo e à necessidade
de deixar a própria discrição de lado para contar ao narrador, por sua vez hóspede do
hotel, o acontecimento bem mais imprevisível e desconcertante que cerca de 30 anos
antes revolucionou a sua vida. Poucas horas passadas em um cassino, em Monte
Carlo, um dia e uma noite destinados a subverter toda uma existência, o encontro com
um jovem devastado pela febre do jogo, a redescoberta da vida, o desejo de morte e,
em meio ao embaralhar-se de toda uma gama possível de sentimentos e sensações,
surpresa, alegria, vitalidade, vergonha, desprezo, rancor, angústia. Paixões fortes que
inspiram a escrita de Zweig, nela se introduzem, criando imagens intensas e ousadas,
às quais as luxuriantes gravuras do ilustrador italiano, Federico Maggioni, retribuem
integralmente a força e, ao mesmo tempo, a extraordinária capacidade evocativa. Com
a hábil pena de um mestre que sabe entrelaçar o suspense e a introspecção e
consegue se insinuar nas dobras da sensibilidade feminina não menos que na cega
fúria masculina, Zweig envolve personagens e leitores no fervilhar febril da bolinha na
roleta, nos gestos e movimentos da alma que tomam corpo sobre a mesa de jogo, e no
desvendamento de algumas horas fatais.
Portuguese explorer Ferdinand Magellan (1480-1521), the first to circumnavigate the
globe, sailed on behalf of the Spanish monarch from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean,
and discovered the straights that now bear his name and the Philippines. “Magellan is
written in a tone of astonished wonder... a persuasive and crisp portrait of Magellan...
Stefan Zweig brings the story of Magellan to life.” — Charles Poore, The New York
Times “[A]n extremely well-written narrative, fired by a keen sense of justice, and with
its dramatic and emotional qualities well sustained... [Zweig’s] own passion for his
subject carries the story well.” — R. L. Duffus, The New York Times “A superb piece of
reconstruction, intensely interesting first as a record of one of the greatest
achievements in human history, and second, as a live picture of a tragic figure,
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Magellan, lonely and misunderstood and cheated at the end of the reward in
recognition of the stupendous and courageous task he had envisioned and achieved.
Fascinating reading, and enlightening as a minutely detailed picture of the problems
faced and met, from the first step to the last. A book which will last...” — Kirkus Review
“Zweig’s story opens with a fascinating chapter on spices. He explains the reasons for
Magellan’s sailing under a Spanish flag after a youth spent in the service of Portugal.
Such matters as the making of Magellan’s will, the absurd circumstances of his death,
the reception of the 18 who returned, the corruption at court, are told in the light of
present-day psychology and with an understanding of human nature that makes this
tale of an adventurer excellent and provocative reading.” — The English Journal
“Zweig’s accumulated historical and cultural studies, whether in essay or monograph
form, remain a body of achievement almost too impressive to take in... Full-sized books
on Marie-Antoinette, Mary Stuart, and Magellan were international best sellers.” — Clive
James, Cultural Amnesia
This book is for students of translation, interpretation, linguistics and languages who would like
to enhance their understanding of the relationship between these areas of study. More
specifically, the book attempts to capture the quintessence or the epitome embodied in the
concepts of translation and globalization. It also attempts to bridge the gap between the
globalizing and globalized worlds. It brings to light the diversity of areas in globalization and
aspects of translation that have impacted the notions of cultural communication, translator’s
code of ethics, metaphorical meaning, code switching, media, etc. Scholars from different parts
of the world contributed to this book, representing countries such as the US, Canada,
Germany, Portugal, Switzerland, Belgium, Austria, Tunisia, Bahrain, Jordan, and United Arab
Emirates. Those scholars have done their research in their home countries on other parts of
the world. Because of this diversity, the editors believe this book genuinely offers an
international experience. Thirteen chapters cover different aspects of globalization in relation to
translation. Areas covered include, but are not limited to, faces of globalization, English as the
world’s most prestigious language in its role as a global lingua franca, ELF as a threat to
multilingualism, on-line resources designed for trainee and practicing interpreters, translation
as a paradigm, and aspects of literary translation. Each chapter provides a blend of theory and
practice, and a demonstration on how globalization impacted the profession and the notion of
cultural communication. Examples are drawn from English, Arabic, French and other
languages. This book can be used as a reference book, and it can also be used at both
graduate and undergraduate levels.
These four Stefan Zweig stories, newly translated by the award-winning Anthea Bell, are
among his most celebrated and compelling work. The titular tale is a devastating depiction of
unrequited love, which inspired a classic Hollywood film, directed by Max Ophüls and starring
Joane Fontaine. Elsewhere in the collection, a young man mistakes the girl he loves for her
sister, two erstwhile lovers meet after an age spent apart, and a married woman repays a debt
of gratitude to her childhood sweetheart. Expertly paced, laced with the acutely accurate
psychological detail and empathy that are Zweig's trademarks, this is a powerful addition to
Pushkin's growing collection of his work. From the Trade Paperback edition.
A doctor in the Dutch East Indies torn between his medical duty to help and his own mixed
emotions; a middle-aged maidservant whose devotion to her master leads her to commit a
terrible act; a hotel waiter whose love for an unapproachable aristocratic beauty culminates in
an almost lyrical death and a prisoner-of-war longing to be home again in Russia. In these four
stories, Stefan Zweig shows his gift for the acute analysis of emotional dilemmas. His four
tragic and moving cameos of the human condition are played out against cosmopolitan and
colonial backgrounds in the first half of the twentieth century.
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A new critical assessment of the works of the Austrian-Jewish author, in whom there has been
a recent resurgence of interest, from the perspective of world literature.
After Thomas Mann, Stefan Zweig was perhaps the most well-known and widely read author
writing in German before the Nazi rule. Beware of Pity was written in Zweig's London exile in
1938, and although it is above all a psychological novel whose tragedy unfolds in the private
realms, Zweig's humanistic perspective provides a commentary on the larger historical and
political situation. His subtle analysis of pity and its implications - his psychological study of the
self-denying surrender to the object of one's pity and his Nietszchean verdict against the fatal
power of the weak - resonates with the political ills of the time. The main action is set in 1914,
in the months leading up to World War I. Pushed on by circumstances and caught between the
polarities of his life as an officer in the Austro-Hungarian Army and his acquaintance with a
wealthy local family, Anton Hofmiller consents to an engagement with Edith, the crippled
daughter who loves him. Immediately regretting his assent, remorseful yet refusing
responsibility, he denies the news of his engagement to his comrades. His weakness of
character and his selfish and superficial pity for Edith and her father, his fear of making
decisions and his inability of facing the consequences, drive the woman to commit suicide and
break her father's heart.
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